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We Have Only Just  Begun.	


•  Thank you for joining us 
today! 
•  We have a brief history of 

the creation of our school 
constitution. 
•  There was an interest to 

create a set of guidelines for 
Stratton School. 



We Need You!	


•  We thought it was important to have everyone be 
a part of the creation of the guidelines. We 
decided to have grade-level representatives; one 
delegate from each class in grades K-4 (and two 
delegates from each 5th grade class). 



Selecting Delegates	


•  Each grade chose a way 
to select their delegates.  

•  In second grade, students 
wrote and presented 
speeches to share with 
their classmates the 
reasons they would make 
a great delegate.  Second 
graders voted for one 
delegate per class. 



Classroom Brainstorming Sessions 

•  Each classroom at 
Stratton set to work, 
brainstorming rules they 
thought should be 
included in our 
constitution.  Every 
classroom created a 
poster displaying the 
ideas from their class. 



  Posters Are Shared	


Each delegate 
shared the poster 
created from his or 
her class during a 
PRIDE assembly. 



Our Delegates Met	


•  During the first and second 
meetings with our delegates, 
each classroom poster was 
reviewed during a gallery 
walk.  



Our Delegates Met 

•  The delegates took notes 
of common themes, 
constitutional items and 
suggestions that were 
seen across classes. 



Important Decisions Made	


The delegates reviewed a list of all the 
common rules from the posters. It was 
then time for the delegates to condense the 
list, but they needed to make sure they did 
not leave out anyone’s important ideas. 



Voting Time	


•  Cailyn, Armaan and Mr. Hanna set to work creating a 
draft of the constitution.  This draft and a Preamble, were 
shared with the group of delegates at their last meeting.  
The vote was unanimous to adopt this constitution and 
they were ready to bring the document for a whole school 
vote. 



Your Turn!	


•  Now it’s your turn to vote.  Our 
whole school will vote to adopt 
the constitution.  If a majority of 
students, faculty and parents 
choose to adopt the constitution, 
we will have a new set of 
guidelines for Stratton. 


